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Always Growth

989 Inches Gain!
ro date, in 1927, The Tribune-

The Tribune-Democrat is on
its way toward its fifth conseteutive year of advertising
and circulation increase

tDemocrat ham carried 4.9S9
aches MORE advertising than
or the same period last year.

BENTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1927
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'Twas Christmas Eve and all was still,
As three small heads with golden hair
Peered wide-eyed o'er the window-sill
To see if old Saint Nick were there.
Now comes the sound of dainty paws:
It is the deer of Santa Claus.

Behold the wondrous magic sleigh,
All laden down with shining toys
And dolls, which only go,they say,
To nice, good-mannered girls and boys
(But surely it is not polite
To peek at Santa Christmas night!)

Look! On the roof, with nimble tread
Strides Santa, as the kiddies peep.
They duck,and scamper back to bed—
A moment later they're asleep.
And when they awaken, they will see
4 world of gifts beneath their Tree.
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"Hut I heard him exclaim
Ere he drove out of sight.
'Merry Christmas to all,
And to all a Good Night.'"

,

With deep gratitude for yow patronage and confidence during the year we
are glad to extend cordial arid sincere
Christmas greetings to our patrons and '
friends.
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To Ever one
_

To Our 1,4',.ity Mar hall
Ccuniv Friends
All best wishes for a Merry hristmaA
and a lic4ppy, prosperous New ear is th( ,
sincere wish of1
'
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‘4111," GREETING

En pretty delicate pagtel
shades. Tiimmed with laces,
rosettes, girdle cords, etc.,
in many novel ways.

/"AN syassiI.. you Ai deter do
‘..• The thin du* yew itere eightP
Or do they think you're sere to /Leh
Ii' hen the canso demands a fii•b•?
Do tSey ray of you "He is true blue"
In the work committed to you;
Who will stek to your work and never shirk
Till you carry your contract thifinii.S?

Practical and
Useful Gifts
DIE14,:"S

Or do they say"He'll run away
In the'time ofsorest need;
His dearest treasure is Ins Selfish pleasure;
his idol is tuft or greed'?
Do they also say "He loves to play
If "hen the game goes his own say.
But be gets lame when he lofts the game.
Ald is ready to charge foul play"?

I

Do your friends all feel you'll nand like neel
When the great test comes to you;
That you'll face the strife, and give your lift
For the cause you know is tne?
Or do they fear when that test draws near
Shall try your inmost heart,
You'll fell the Christfora paltry price,
And play the traitor's part?
We are needing men who can clearly lien
74e things that are most worts while;
III0 can 10.4 ahead and forget the dead,
And at misfortune mile.
For the tho•ightful man who can work and plan
When the untrained lore their head;
With the skilful hand at his command,
Who can honestly earn hi, breed.

011ie Math's, Mgr.

KENTUCKY

BENTON,
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Boys' Rubber Coats

TOTS' SLICKERS

FULL LENGTH
Rain proof, well made, good quality rubber, the kind all boys like.
All sizes in
black

Sizes 4 to 8 Years
Made of fine rubberized
proof material. Styles for
Boys and Girls

They leo& long in the common throng
For the man offinth and love,
Who can think and feel for his brother', weal,
And plan for the lift, above.
With a tender heart to take the pare
Ofthe wrech cast down in cm;
Whose help is sure for the weak and poor,
Who keeps the Christ within.
expected from these kind-heurted,
biglespirited youngsters.
Then, lastly, there were the house
decorations to be attended to. There
were willing hands in the home which
helped hang wreaths, trim the tree!
and put up the little sprigs of holly
and mistletoe. Melodies' not familiar
to the younger generation tilled the '
house. The hunnning and quiet whimding told of expected joys not now far
In the. oiling.
There was shopping to be done and
many preparations for the food which I
would he necessary. Busy days, but ,
what happy ones, Mrs. Barber wile
never too busy or too tired to stop .
mei have a friendly that with anyone
of the ehlenly people, to profit from
their .suggestions or abide by theft
nesips, if It was at all poeelhle to

•

------,

$2.98

A du
All Metit'ar

Rayon Silk in the latest
stripes and sport effects,
reinforced toe and 99
0
heel. Al!

All color combinations and
sizes, ideal for cold weather,
good quality
wool

dO PO-

• Christmas Day, the day, arrived.
'When the old folks came down to
their breakfast, they found a Christmas tree laden with at least one gift
for each. They were as pleased and
happy as children with their presente.
At noon the festivities took on proOne would never have
portion.
guessed that the folks ranged any- r3
where from ieweney to ninety-live, as
they trooped in to Christmas dinnet.
The teble was heavily I.:den With a4
the Christmes delicacies, erpeelally
go d for p.-oele (IP their ago. The
els s had another little eurpreee They
red!: ntly happy gill
hae
sae were introduced to etilehe
wits
judee
!Mile I l'ard
trtiner the neist, the 0
cm'eyleg
young or the old. Suffice it, to say,
the -young folks encored It the most
Before the group left the table Mri
Barber made a little nnnouneemetet tr•i
"Our guests have come out twin/
not only to help us enjoy our Christmas dinner, but to help as to have ";es:
delightful afternoon. They have, 41)
come prepared to present a shore' eee
'
Christmas play and to furnish us a
little musical entertainment."
Prom the chuckles, smiles, height*
and applause, there was no don*

Neatly Embroidered
Cunning little styles trimmed with laces, insertions,'
embroidery,
etc.

Men's Linen
r-!ancl!:erchiefs
Fine white Belfast ,liner
with initial and hem- 90c
,
stitched border _-__ 0e

Silk ribbon covered, painted
blue or pink, attractive gift
boe and
card

39c

In all wanted colors strongly made, good quality wool,
large assortment to
select from at

59

Extra large and extra trippie thread fancy turkisli
weave Bath towels white
with colored
erders

79c

Reinforced toe and heel.
Rayon Silk, in plain sr
spree colors,
sizes

79c

Flesh color, co.ail in medium width, all sizes.
Usual 75c value_.._ u

9

18x32 inch fine all linen
bleached huck towels hens
stitched hems, fancy ma,
borders

Men's Silk
Handkerchiefs

Fine sheer.. batiste with
white or colored embroid„
ered corners in gift
(JUL
box

39c

plc

ç.

•
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C--

54..arf S

Het dry Ele.%es

-:

munism:

59

extra
and
large
:':xtra
heavy triple thread Turkelt weave white col- sm„
Jt;
erded borders ____

Consisting of one Turkish
weave bath towel and 2
wash cloths to match
in holly box-__-_--:legivy wool mixtures brush
in
t yie Gauntlet length
;ttiractive color
eaigns
Hemstitched pillow cases—
with embroidered designs,
in white and
colors. Pair

Worn. Silk Hose
Pointed heel in new light
and dark shades, silk to
top. All sizes in
gift boxes

Some pure linen, a white or
colored neatly ; mbroidered
in gift
boxes

Washable Gloves
Chamoisuede
Pre-Shrunk
embro;dered
with
fabric
backs and turnover cuffs

Rayon silk covering in light
and dark shades. Sizes
8 i to
10

59c

Long sleeves, double embroidered or silk Ribbon
79
trimmed yoke in
striped patterns -_--

Blankets
There Were Wiling Hands Whieh
Helped Trim the Tree.
.
about the approval with which leis
Ttlie
entertainment was received.
young people were worth of all el*
praise which they received. 'I* V
coaching had been successful. T1t
day had been delightful and was a
topic of conversation for a long time
Mrs. Barber was even happier ovee
!
the occasion than the old folks, if t4.
such a thing could be possible. She
realized that this vision, her schen*,
had been practical. The fifty
had given pleasure to not only the oil
people but it gave these young toteign Settlement-house children a
chance to share in the joys of Chrlistmas, the joy of giving of their owl)
talents, reaping the consequential rewards of pleasure, praise anderopianeration, the joy of finding the tete
Christmas spirit In- giving freely of
themselves, as well as having had a
sumptuous Christmas dinner whieli
otherwise might h-ve been merely 41
thing of their dreams.

sesvy Pert stripes.
All F.ZPS
- - -•
t Sets
RuerTir1C.ap
rs_ .

Lin. Lunch Cloths

Flannel Gowns
50 per cent worsted English
ribbed in grey, tan or
brown heather.
All sizes

._-

1'ambinattor'S

79c

30,

bl
?, brushes and comb
Ebony funnel parked in
t ra.e.ive gat

79e

15x45 All pure linsn crash ee
with wash thle •olored borders and cle e
Id
cynterit
Scalloped and finished with
crocheted edgine and embroidery medaliens
each

Finely 6ted
_
Desks
Story Bo
"Alger_.-__
ABC Rcarnert
Blocks
Reed Di
Carriagl_
Meehan
Train S
"Schee
Toy Pia
Coin

Good quality imporike
anese silk in fancy design.
Generous
sizes

'79c

Silk ribbon covered with
silk, flowered trimme d,
packed in individual
boxes

(iZ), 11137. Western Newspaper Union.)

Collar Attached or N
‘Vell tailored, cut full
triped or fancy pnttern
dects. All arcs.

Shower proof, with strapped collar, full length, guaranteed rainproof, in all
sizes

Sizes 6 to 14 Years
Styled just like big sister's coat of fine suede
lined leatherette. A
All colors at____ 1-t•UtY

Is Our Sintere
Wish!
_

White way Cafe

;

Men's
Green Slickers

Girls' Trench
COATS

'

We are well prepared to take care of
your needs for Christmas fruits and candies. We have candy in both bulk and
packages.
We are also carrying a full line of
,
Fruits.

We oiler: le
Departin ri t.O
ot
in

;trapped collar, mole skin
lined, button front, aviation
style, full length; showerproof. All sizes.

Christmas Cheer
• eIA , .
'
\
96 You Everyone,
-,
/f _et...

i,
---- Candies
Fruits G,1

esirry or.
s4• of any I
k r time,

Of fine quality suede
lined leatherette. With
plain or white facing.
All wanted colers.
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Christmas

r

Double Blankets for large$
beds. Wool
mixed, assorted color
plaids. Pair

80x108

Fancy

Jac-

quard Weave Rayon iP
Bed Spreads, in Blue,
Helio or Green.

Double bed size, dotmull top
ted silk
with floral patterns.
Formerly sold tor
$7.50.
Specialfor

'
4,95

2 yards long ruf1
2/
fle Curtains, made of
cream colOr voile
with colored 1 1
ruffles. pair J.• JL

Ali-Wool
Many Cll.\ r
to chooee
and
colors

Coat style; two tele
the
be worn under
Heather
neck.
neck
mixtures. Sista 36-

ts.

Men's Silk
Radlior Sit
Generous sizes in
ehe
Latest novelty
tted
d
patterns -_-_

Of Fine Leath
To twitch Trench
All ( olorse. Larg
small
headeizes

5.
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Grea'tf.st in Value and Vik/or!,m nshi— Materials
Men's Tieb

. 8R0.40CL C
-1;i 4

Latest designs it
checit
tripes,
and flowered
pat t erns, twin
dreds of ties to
oclect from--

SH

1.39

Attached or Neckbar_d
Well tailored, cut full, in neat
triped or fancy pattern with silk
L'i.ect3. All sizcs.
Conar

AAALAaaa 1!14AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

GIFTS Al
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GIFTS
98

• Pri
.29
,49
t3c
_5C

98
'9c
3c

Military Brushe3

Belt - Brush Sets

Zippo Leggings

2 brushes and comb black
Ebony funnel packed in attractive gia
box _

military Brushes and fina
novelty,
men's
cowhide
belt in
Gift Box

Ideal for children for cold
weather. Zippo feature for
easy
$1 OQ
ndjustmant „___ _

Boys' Slipon
Sweaters
Heavy Part - wool
stripes,
All sizes

Wemen's Purses

Rayon Silk
Bloomers
Novelty gift styles in many
pastel and dark shades, sill
per grade quality reinforced
seat.
at _

with

98c

*1.49

..ap 4 Scarf Sets Men's Kid ,G!oves

)

In Helislpy Boxes
Silk and • vvool knit
many color
combinatior s

Lined or .unlined in Gray,
lan or brown. V‘'ell mad••
:strongly stitched for dress
wear.
All sizes

in

98c

$t.49

mow
,Men's Paamas
MIES

$1,4

"
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Baby Sweaters

'astei

Imed
Me-

Baby Bath Robes:,

All-Wool Knit.
Many Clever little styles
to choose /rom. In white
and
c
colors

CI Eiderdo-.vo
Trimm .d with pink
blue silk and
saili cord

Belt & Brush Sets

Men's Sweaters
Coat style; two pockets, can
be worn under the coat, V08
neck. In Heather
mixtures. Sizes 36-16 si

Radium Silk
Generous sizes in the very
latest novelty checks, and
d tted
patterns

98c

1:

98c

sonfr headsizes

Ivory
Values 'o
long stem
a- sad' 4, p!ate nevelle
.dget,
lared ," $"'j
pearl tops
_ __

Fine Si:k

weave
towel
match
•

Boys' fweaters
Coat style, heavy wool mixtures, S:lawl collar with
body striped. Corn- $
bination c °lora— -

Girls' Dresses
Bloomer and Straisht Styles
Numerous styles to choose
from of fine tub $1 (sC)
proof materials __ leU0

Jersey Suits

*1•98

50 inch all linen scarf
with hand embroidered designs, or 3 pieces
Buffet Set

Twisted metal standard and
heavy metal base, ornamental arm.
1.49
complete for ___

1.98

.$)
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Singing Christmas Carols

5

Christmas carols were sung as far
back as 1521 and were said to he the
songs sung by angels qt tho birth of
Christ.

„,

First Christmas Observance
The observance of Christmas began
about the Fourth century. It became
a genetsi custom only in the Thir
teenth century.

Brown, Grcy and wantcd ixtures,
well made, reinforced s2a s. In all

69c

817.es.

Holly Unlucky

Wool Lumber acks
Eeautiful
large
shawl collar, two breast
pockets, knit bottom. In
all sizes.
• •
,
• ,fterx,••••••,

In some parts of England there Is a
superstition that it Is unlucky to take
holly Into the house before Christmas

93

Tribune ADS bring results.

Boys' Dept.—Maita Floor
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The American Turkey

Christmas Day

BlsON
.TS

En trim,
• 4trown,
,

KENTUCKY

D EttlIAPS the most distinetive

Christmas is the sweetest day of the
year, for the reason that it Is, in its
proper observance, utterly unselfish,
and because it is the golden link of
time that serves to bind heaven and
earth In a closer understanding.

I

C'l

-0',-

CALVERT CITY,

$1.98

Lons
, and Sl- ort Pants
With Vent

%

DEPAIRTMENT STORE

Mistletoe and Kissing

T s

1 19

DRAFFEN BROTHERS

The mistletoe and kissing are n I
ways luseparahly connected in the
minds of Europeans,' and as tar hack
as traditten and history can go the
quaint !terrific! plant and kissing have
always gone hand In hand together.

-10 inch All silk Crepe Back
Satin in seasonable colors.
Buy mother dress goods
for
Xmas

P
Boys
4 -Pc,
.?
A4
(
hole Family
SU

May the dawn of this Christmas Day
find health, peace, prosperity and contentment abounding in your home. For
the New Year—may it be the most prosperous you have ever had, is the sincere
wishes of--

4
"."
11411
tAZhil

Crepe Satin

Bridge Lamp

MAY Ttl IS Cr1PIITMAS
bE YOUR, MER,RJEJT

feature of our American
Christians dinner Is the turkey. This noble bird Is a
(liristinas fen
requirement.
whether tlie Milner he prepared
in Texas or Vk'14cotr;In, New
York air Califorula. It is interesting to recall the origin of
our national Chri MaiS bird.
The story of Capt. John Smith,
flesh lama his wars %Nino the
Turks, surveying the wild fowl.
in the forests of Virginia and
of his uprourious laughter upon
seeing the turkey gobbler strut
proudly before the hens Is perhaps fresher in the minds of our
school childreo than In °kir own.
At any rate. we agree with his
equiparlson of the prom] gobbler, for he "Is exactly itge the
proud Turk showing off before
, hls harem." So the name turkey Is no longer familiar just to
Atnericans, but has fast become
an international meillum of celebrating the happy Christmas
sensem.—Frank H. Sweet..
(ca. 1027. Western Newspaper Union.)

Beautiful blend ag colors,
in the newest st••ipes and
checks of imported $1
.1.. Nisi L7
hild made

Embroid. Linens

Consisting of Turkish
Bath Mat. large bath
and 2 wash cloths to
set
for

pies. The fralt cake had been
ripenest-and the turkey lay In festive
state, 'attired with sage and onion. Althiugh It was really a ehleken, one
didn't mention that, no more than one
mentioned the l'on.t that dad'
was
Santa Claus, or that the little black
stockings which hung before the
hearth tire would not he very full.
There was only one blot in Pilsen.
!VS Christmas Joy. 01 can't give Phil'
II anything," she said to her mother,
w
"It istet us If he were a
yoingster and satisfied with real-yarn
knitted mittens, or as If he were a
poor boy, even, but when he sends me
Orchids, mother, I-1 tion't know what
to do." Phillip was the young man
from the city who load been exceedingly attentive to Priscilla Flowers he
sent, and fruits and dainty candles,
but not the simple, homely kind to
which she bad been otecustomed.
was not this air of richness though
tloat made Priso•illio's heart Nat quick
nod thrilly. It was the simple, boyish way of him. Dear? Yes, she had
just admitted it to herself.
and now he was coming to Christmas dinner with her and her happy,
hunitile family and Priscilla In her un-.
Worldliness, felt that she had no gift
foa him. Her mother, though, was wiser.
Ship looked with a motet. wistfu
pride
at
her
fair .3.1)ung .
d glottis, the daughter with I soft
ey m
shininz, with
hair
cried
gaSly In the steam of the fragrant
kitchen,
with
rose-petal
cheeks,
blushed warm by tottng love, and by
Christmas. She finished •her cooking
ang1 set the long white table where the
hearth fire glowed and the Christmas
tree was festive with red and tinsel.
"'hen
had come and the din.
net was progressing, fluffy potatoes
anti gravy all brown. the roasted turkey which was a chicken, really, the
MO fruit cake and, last of all, the
spIcy pumpkin
pie. The mother
watched and smiled, but her eyes
ware moist
little, for every hit of
food Priscilla served was as a gift If
.ally Phil could know.
Hut no one could explain to Phil.
After the meal was over and extravin
wanly t-raised. the rich boy from the
city seemed comfortably at home. Ile
nod Priscilla took to walk through the
crisp, snowy Christmas starlight timid
stfll she could not tell hitn that she had
no gift for him. Hack to the front
steps they came, than out of the shad.
()vas Buddie jumped and ran • Into the
Wyse. Phillip saw the mistletoe
first and suoldt•aly ham-re was no need
for ,
4 0,;:mations. The storm 'Ind the
'ulna flakes stow hint take the sweetest
gill of all.--Maxine Chapman.
1,117. Vt'est ern Newspaper union lo
44/AVM.°

ri

Bath Set

i 49

Friday, December 23, 1927

ciu

Button-on-style, lined pants
—in all color cornbination and sizes

Leath. Rain Hats
Of Fine Leatherette
m
oalimatch Trench Coats-All colors. Large a n d

i 93

Xmas Boxes
Belt of genuine leather,
newest buckle, latest width.
Brushes of good quality
bristle. and Feberbid finish

Men's Silk Scarfs

rest
Ton.

and

$1.49,

98

Pouch, flat or under-arm
styles in
r..velty
grain
leathers, some
$
silk lined

091

Cow-Boy Suits

Two-Piene
Five piece with hat, gun.
Silk frcg trimined. good
quality muslin in white and • holster, lariat. khasi. color.
Also Indian suits with fe:1-,
colors. All
96C
thered Hat
sizes
All sizes

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, KY.

When Phillip Received
That Christmas Gift
uttISCILLA was making pumpkin

of heavy .oat style
"s) or sli7on.- Gene Tunney's,
i
I/ 3>N q.ls!) V-neck, jerse knit, all
• wool
in Tan, B own aad
a,1•
Navy. All si;:e6.

STOEE
OPEN IT- -

i

Men'l All Wool

.Aorro,-..._ I)

r ,;,,,
.„. \\., .... .
)
i .11o;:.•.e

,
•
.
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,
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Merry Christmas
TO EACH AND ALL
Christmas is more than a Holiday--it
is a heritage of happiness in the hearts of
men. Down through the centuries it has
brought the beautiful benediction of
"Peace on Earth; Good Will to Men." And
it brings us the pleasure of wishing all of
you with our whole heart,. "A Merry
Christmas and abiding happiness through
the year.

•

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON. KY.
When one ia still younger and
ment Provided in the toy shop.
When one has accomplished that hasn't learned to walk yet and
great adventure of learning to has to try out every new thing
walk, one wants a companion to by squeezing it or eating it why,
follow after and admire one's the oty shops are ready for him
progress. An animal on wheels too.
is preferred, if you, please, and
Oh, the cuddy soft furry things
there he is in the toy shop and for thy little fellow! Ducks of
all the rest of the menagerie too. pink plush, with aprons and bonSome of the toys are made of nets, perfectly sweet47Ittle pigsquare blocks brightly painted, elephants are there to choose
some hop up and down as they from. Little grotesque dogs with
roll along, and still others are bow legs are made of green and
cleverly jointed so that they can purple velvet. They really should
do stunts. For instance there is not be green or purple, should
a perfectly ridiculous giraffe, they? liut these are.
who can tie his legs or his long,
Aviation for the Young
neck into knots and not mind in
CAfetriorie
The older boys who have outthe least.
The Baby's Pet Fish
!grown foolish animals, once their
Even at bath time one may dearest companions, find they
have one's pets along. Of course are endlessly entertained in the
there are fish among the cellu-, toy shop. When one has read sufloid animals that swim and all ficient Hiawatha, one just has to
fift curls and a ruffled pink! one just simply loves them all? the other swimmers too, and try to make a bow and let fly an
The Acrobatic Giraffe
4ress with lace on it. So the toy
some that you would never ex-, arrow. Indian costumes and archFor little boys and for older pect to see swim, do it very well: cry sets are already waiting in
Aop has ever so many of these.
However can one choose when boys there is endless entertain- when made of celluloid.
I the toy shop.

in the

JoyShop

If you can see through the
magic lens of a child's roundeyed wonder, you can trip in a
toy shop to a land of enchantment. Price tags and such practical matters must be put aside
and forgotten and youth's joy
and imagination must be revived,
to enjoy this adventure thoroughly.
Give yourself plenty of time..
You just mustn't levee it till the
end of your Chrilitmas shopping.
When you keep house at the
age of eleven or twelve you will
find in the toy shop nowadays all
the desirable dishes and pots and
pans and silver that heart could
wish. Eleven years demands one
of two ex4remes.-nearly lifesize dishse that you can really
use or tiny little sets intrigue the
imagindtion by their weeness.
Cups smaller than a thimble.
vegetable drsh that will hold on
kernal of corn, a gravy boat t
correspond, plates the size o
one's thumbnail and so on.
The toys from far-away coun
tries are inerca.iinely varied thi.
year in their copies of grown-ui
activities. A set of glasses wit
colored stripes with a pitcher an
a glass spoon for each tumbler i
one of these novelties. Each glas
is less than an inch high, and th
tray for the entire set the siz
of the base of an ordinary turn
bier.
Toy Tea Sets
An adorable tea set of tin
proportions• has a delightful li
tle wicker tea cart, on which t
be served. The tea set of blue an
gold is a good copy of expensive
china.
Eating in such fun, and if one
has a tiny electric stove that rea ly works, of course, one wanls
cdke pans and kettles and thin
for cooking. Sturdy aluminu
sets are there in the toy sho ,
glass baking sets just like mot er's and pretty enamelware. Besides these there are cunniiig
spoons and knives and forks to
work with.
1
Stores in Minature •
i
For the little boy there sire
similar delights in store keeping.
A store all full of little cases apd
drawers for slupplies to sell I is
fascinating and the
scale, the largest thing in it, I is
none too large for sonny because
is not the scale the most important thing? One weighs so ca efully each bit of sugar sold aid
then tips the sugar into on
mouth. That saves ever so mu
time wrapping it up.
Some of the youngsters ketp
house in a doll's house. Here the
toy shop seems to have outdone
itself-for there are so many petfectly darling bits of furnitle
from which to choose. There a e
f
overstuffed divans just like mother's and painted Windsor chaiis
and white enamel things for t e
bathreom and clocks and electr c
lights and a radio and, my sakes
just everything.
• It is fortunate doll that livis
in such a house. Every mode n
comfort can be sepplieS for hilt'.

Those Baby Dolls
And so for dollies-one simp6
grows bewildered trying to decide !which one to choose. Thee
are several sizes of the smallpr
dolls that live in the doll bout; s,
some of them with dresses aid
wardrobes to finish sewing ad
others quite undressed but with
eyes that open and close, aid
long curling hair.
Baby dolls are very popular among hte girlies and they vary
from the one that fits in one's
hand to the life size one that can
wear real baby clothes. "Character" dolls have their share of
attention. They are skillfully
made of composition that will Oot
break and each one has a strong
individuality. Some of these are
pretty little modern boys and
girls, and others are children
from foreign lands, in their native costumes.
There is something just ever
so satisfying to a little girl about a blonde dollie., with lovelY

The next day the
young man decides to be (,
tor. Here again the toy ahi
zies just how he feels
airplanes of several six(
to fly.
Understanding Sales
Christmas seems to 101
all the new and unusua
and makes it all th emo
cult to choose. But the st
pie are so kind, and
have such understanding
and are ap ready to help,
feels deeply
when everything is all tie(
ready at last for the CI
tree.
In the rural schools t
son county 409 boys and ;
enrolled in classes for ti
of stock feeding. Banktcounty back the graduate
purchase of purebred III

Never before has Old Santa understood the toy wants of his
West Kentucky Kiddies so thoroughly! TOYLAND'S shelves
and counters are packed and
running over with just the sort
of things to delight all children
for Christmas

Boxing Gloves
$3.98 to $4.98
Foot Balls
98c to $3.50
Erector Sets
98c to $15
Tool Boxes
98c to $15
Movie Machines
$5.50 to $9.98
"B-B" Guns
89c to $4.98
Coasters
$4.98
Tot-Bikes
98c to $1.75
Blocks
25c to $1.98
Novelty Games
48c to $1.75
Doll Buggies
$3.48 to $12.48
Teddy Bears
89c to $3.50
Doll Dishes
49c to $1.98
Indian Suits
$1.9 8to $2.48
Bassinets
$2.4 8to $3.48
Electric Trains
$6.00 to $30.00

Here is tomorrow's big doll bargain! Smartly dressed little dollies
that are guaranteed unbreakable.
Well made . .. well dressed . ..
priced!

big
Beautiful
dressed.
Smartly
moving eyes and real, glossy hair.
The pretties dolls in Paducah.

Cye-lo Baby Dolls
$1.98 to $12.98
The sort of "cuddly" little .br by
dolls that delight the hearts of
little "incthers."

Funny Litde
Snookums 4;2.25
You've seen him in the comic papers, and here he is at Rudy's in
real doll-life! You'll laugh at his
funny curl.

Scooters
$1.48 to
Automobile-N s 4
$7.50 to $25
Doll Trunks
$1.75
Cedar Chests
$3.50 to $4.50
Sewing Sets
Drums
39c to 89c
Card Games
25c and up
Paint Sets
75c to $1.98
Steam Engines
98c to $1.75
Wind-Up Toys
25c to $1.98
Tinker Toys
75c
Musical Toys
10c to 98c
Doll Beds
49c to $2.98
Floor Lamps
$8.50
Mechanical
Trains
$1.15 to $4.98

bring the Kiddies to AUDYS lOYLAND
MOTHERS!
THEATRE on Third Floor to See these Christmas Pla,tets

r,
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ivy that Christmas ti
me can hold,
And may the blessing
s keep on coming
'Till the New rear sh
all be old."
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Gathn-Fergerson Co.
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Rege Jones, R. W
Bolen Inman, R. W
Frank Travis, R. W
H. S. Mathis, Ft. W.
Labor
R. L. Inman, 200 ft. B. L.
W
B.
Crowell,
D. B.
Trials
H. H. Rayburn, 5 Ex.
B.
T. F. Kennedy, R.
J. R. Gregory, 4842 B. L.
C. Barnes, B. W
matter. L.
mil
class
second
D. Barnes, team & B. W
as
M.
Benton, Ky.,
B. W.
E:ntered at the Postoffice at
J. M. Wallace, team & Barnes R. W.
H.
J.
asgn.
Green,
T. J.
tnglish, Ft. W.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$1.00 Clint Ford, B. W
Will
County
1.50
...............................................................
One Year, in Marshall
L. W. Peck, B. W.
Kentucky
2.00
in
Year,
One
Oscar Johnston, 1506 B. L.
Kentucky
of
outside
Year,
One
J. P. Rouling, B. W
B. W.
ie
L. W. Burt,
APplication
Work
Sewer
Upon
Ies,
Rates
L
Luke
Advertising
N. V. Red, R. W.
Marvin Duncan, R. W.
Luther. Hill, R. W
blades
Thomas York, work 'on Grader
L.
B.
2743
W. F. Gay,
Vernie 'Elkins, 628 B. L.
Tribune-Dernocrat
Work
The
C. L. Dodge, Sewer
and R. W.
The only basis upon which
team
Jno. Shemwell.
MERIT. A constant effort is
NV.
B.
Slaughter,
expects patronage is upon
Earnest
continually improving the value
Ibr.
toward
hauling
devoted
leter,
being
J. C.
paper.
S. F. Warren, B. W.
and interest of the
wholesome,
a
endeavors to he
Virgle Naney, B. W.
The Tribune-Democrat
the
to
giving
newspaper,
Will Story, B. W.
complete and accurate country faithful newspaper serMarvin Chandler, R. W. ... Rayburn
and
Joe
full
a
county
people of this
Solon Pace, 8 gals. oil by
opinion, belief or polsewer work
any
and
toward
team
Moore,
prejudice
Herman
vice without
any
of
interests
L.
B.
best
100
with the
Boss Washburn,
icy that does not conflict criticise what appears to be
Hardii Haltom, R. W.
people; yen without fear to
withright
Rufus Haltom, R. W.
which appears to be
wrong and to endorse that
L. Larnb, R. W.
its stand.
Duck Bolin, 780 B. L
out regard to the popularity of
L.
R. F. Morrison, 920 B.
W.
B.
Bolton,
Mormon
Cleve Lovett, R. W. & B. W.
Tom Fooks, Oil
Joe McKindree, 1000 lbr.
,,
E. W. Brown, 1100 .
hrs.
133
Grader
English,
Luther
team
Allen,
Raymond
date
John T. Henson, paupers to
Lex iley, hauling Ibr.
etc.
9.00 Elbert Hiett, B. W. Sewer Work
C. B. Cox, witness fees, M. McKendree
..:
R. B. Cornwell, Asgn. W.
Solon, Hiett, B. W. Sewer W.
...
Harrison Bridge
Gatlin-Fergerson Co., election supplies
W.
Thompson.
Oscar
Catlin-Fergerson Co., road supplies
Glen Edwarkls, W. Bridge -sewer
•
....
date
to
fees
Duese,
A.
W.
Luther Anderson, H. B. L
& P.
Fed. Pub. Utility Co., L.
Tom "A'aid, 4132 B. L.
Jones .
S. L. Henson, Ex. Johr.tie
Enos Darnall, Sewer W.
supplies etc.
Tribune Democrat, election
Will Brockman, Sewer W.
58.60 .1. \V. Dotson, B. W.
Tribune Democrat, piinting
Kachinery Co. dynani
43.00 Ralph Dotson, B. W. Nails etc
Choctaw Culvert &
cabinet
filing
5.85 Charlie Eley, 400 B. L.
C.o
Kidd &
Supplies
9.40 Oscar Thompson, B. W.
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.,
122.36 Other Freeman, B. W.•
Treat; Lumber Co., Supplies 23
coahn
bu.
532
Johnson,
6.40 Fred Thompson, B. W.
J. M.
2.75 Lex pnglish, driving tractor 233 hrs,
'Gorman Lassiter, work on road
W.
B.
Henderson,
12.00 I0o.,111ayburn, Grading 100 hrs.
Taylor
lumber
and
sleepers
2.95 JohO;. Young, R. W.
6
Roy Dotson
lumber
118
4.00 ;Awtence Young; R. W.
Gore,
Tom
•
.. 2.00 Terrty Yotinyr, R. W.
B. i. Roberts, B. NV.
25.00 Gilbert Poe, 400 ft Ibr. team .
Amos English, B. W.
W.
.
Sewer
520.00
Houser,
.
1y
Jolla Phillips, R. W. .
.
355.00
W. ....
R.
11. A. Miller, fees to date
Peck,
Noah
Officers etc.
12.70 Lee;
Coursey, R. W. .. •.
C. R. Smith, to Elec.
date
to
Acct.
Co.,
29.35
Scobey
3. B.
Bill' Coursey, R. W. .
Mdse.
20.80 Marvin Coursey, R. W. .
Louisville Chemical Co..
Statement file(1
133.05 J. H. Smith, team It. W....
Russell Grader Co.,
12-1:-2T
etc.,
Oil
Co.,
17.27 VVatl Moore. Sewer W.
Oil
Standard
ibri
Whipple,
4.50 J. I. Tyree, B. W.
E.
T:
10.00
Holland Lyles, R. NV. .
Parker, team & B. W
L.
B.
.
400
10.00
Llyes,
J. Wes
Loilnie Filbeck, 270 B. L.
Lbr.
400
Estate,
47.16
Cole
NV.
Chas.
R..
.
Dyke.
Eley, 1572 B. L.
... 6.85 P. . Banks, R. W.
6.00 cq'tt Shemwell, R. W.
M. Stallings, B. W.
W
B
it
&
8.00 Ed Burkhart,- R. W.
Stiee,
cecil
tractor
9.00 Es. Sol King, R. NN
'oe Rayburn, work on
4.50 Cl4i Holies, R. W.
.;lay Nelson, Et & B W _
.
4.00 S. .1. Rudd, R. W. '
Lin Nelson, It & B W
W. .
3.00 S. T. Ross, R. W.
T. W. Jones', Blacksmith
..... .
3.00 E. C. Ross. 1 day mem. F. C.
C. B. Jones, R. W.
1114W.
Jones,
3.00 S. T. Ross, 1 day mem. F. C.
J. N.
W.
R.
Oakley,
3.00 J. M. Green, 1 day mem. F. C.
A.
:111.
1.50 O., A. Rudd, 1 day mem. F. C.
C. A. Clark,, R. W.
W.
R.
mem. F. C.
•
Jones,
Oliver
Wt L. Gibson, 1 day
sal. Co. Agt.
mo.
1
Hendricks,
IL E.
Co. Atty.
Ci B. Cox. 1 mo. sal
& Fees
sal.
C R. Smith, 1 mo.
Co. Judge
sal.
mo.
1
H. H. Rayburn,
Jailer
Co.
sal.
mo.
1
Duese,
W. A.
Agent
R.
Co.
sal.
John Henson, 1' mo.
Officer
H.
Co.
sal.
mo.
S. L. Henson, 1
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1.501
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18.00
3.00
After December 24th we will rece
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To the People of the First District:
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ing or design can be
beauty IA ith warmth 01 t e
coloring.
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Will MakiEach Place Once a
Will pay the following prices:/
2 feet long .
7x9, 81
7x8 81/2 feet long
6x8 8 feet long
6x8 8 feet long, 7",face
6x8 8 feet long,6" face
to
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cutting of C h,
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reat h Wit, or,
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treatment iny,
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4.00
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48.08
66.67
60.83
100.00
8.34

an inexA demonstration of
homeefficient
yet
pensive and
farm
a
for
Made water system
attenthe
to
came
home recently
extension
tion of Earl G. Welch, the colfor
agricultural engineer
the U'nilege of Agricultural of
versity of Kentucky.
$300, Joe
At a cost of less than
his
Rhodes, Jr., installed with systank
pressure
own hands a
gasoline entem operated by a
farm in
gine on his father's
Christmas
operengine
"Have you finished your
Meade county. The
water
taking
shopping yet?"
ates a suction pump,
figthe
"Heavens. yes! I've already
to
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and
cistern
receive
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to
going
ured out what I'm
make."
house.
and how many exchanges I'll
140
about
carried
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water
The
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a
in
tank
pneumatic
the gasoa small house holding
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sufficient
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a
provide
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to place similar
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pond after rains
always a- systems in their homes farm
the cistern, where it is
slack
of
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pres- the winter
colvailable for forcing into the
work. County agents and the
furnish
sure tank.
to
ready
thus lege are always systems and oth
The Rhodes farm home is
water
for
plans
conveniences.
supplied with running water for
for laun- er farm home
use at the kitchen sink,
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Arro-Loek Shingles reduce the f
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lutely storm proof and all at
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sl
wooden
covered the defective
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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, Kt
to be as muchd or in a ton of mixed fertilizer
There is said
nitrogen in a ton of stalks as in containing 2 percent nitrogen_
500 pounds of nitrate of soda, in
Tribune ADS br1g results.
1,200 pounds of cottonseed meal'

cards, because the card will always show it The friend who re-

ceives it will feel as if a dash ofl
cold water had struck him in the I
LEASE, lady, won't you buy SOW*
se
face and a clammy limp hand had
tUll ps?"
been laid in his. That feeling is I
Ann Dawson. belle of her set, stepsomewhat lacking in the proper! ping briskly out of a department store.
spirit, oh, ever so her arms Idled with Christmas packhristmas
ages, looked down into the wangling
lightly, you know.
eyes of two poorly clad little gins.
If you must be dignified and
"Tulips?" she repented. smiling.
t'otmal at least do not be rigid "Why, tulips are not due yet. You
nnd cold. Your engraved message should have red reSett, 1)11111:40U:1s, and
can have a bit of originality in holly at Christtuas time."
"Yes'in. I know." sold the one car
expression and your formal etchor design can be a thing of ryIng the basket of wax dowers, "but
we don't kaow how to make anything
beauty with warmth of tone and
but tulips. They are nil red. though,
Coloring.
and just a quarter for three."
"I see," said Anne. "Making some
A variety of Good Cards
extra money, aren't you, to buy $otto).
delightWith all the perfectly
thing pretty for mamma?"
ful designs in cards arranged for
"NO, Intent," nnmwered the sister. "11.
card
your
receiving
tve to believe in Christ- The person
kou by the several publishers wish we could buy something pretty
say,
and
glance,
one
it
will
give
you
1 Is to enjoy them. If
there is really no excuse for frigid for mother, but we are trying to get
a them you enjoy receiv- "Oh, the Jenkinses," and toss it
U. sotne school shoes before time to
and meaningless ones.
it
like
If they in a pile of others just
sending them.
back after Christmas."
go
you
In your favorite bookshop
Id duty to you, you miss and pass on to one more interestAnne's eyes sought the chlitiren'A
will find a goodly array from feet anti her throat filled with a chokI ing, and original.
u n.
which to choose. The stationery' ing lump.
an picture perfectly the
The Note of Warmth
of a big stor eia usdepartment
"Why—why—yes. I'll buy a dollar's
card you'd send. There ,
ually equally well supplied. You worth. Will that help Much?"
is—don't
which
of
point
The
stereoof
bit
one single
"Oh, yes in," front both simultanecan find an excellent assortment
tlly at the top, neat en- feel, please, don't feel it your
each other's
as ously. Their pyre to
yours,
pick
to
from
which
Christmas
send
that is all, solemn duty to
below, and
while Anne,
anticipation
happy
In
early
And
September.
egarly as
with her packoges. clumsily
at
choice in your cards as well as in
extraete'd the hill from her purse.
wil save
your other shopping
"Now * tell me where you live, little
disappointment and vex- tulip Makers. I tolg'it want some more
much
at
of them semetinte." taking ft: hatieh
held out to het. The address wt S carescrap
are
there
In the shop
Anne
thong!,t
books with cards and envelopes fully noted, tool
111P children its they
stoed
watching
pasted in, and prices below. The
berame 1(10 in the street crowd. For
price usually includes the print- the first lime,
*eyes had Nen
ing, or engraving, of your name opened to 11 114•W life.
•in the space left specially for it.
Next Alay a rup on tlutt dour of a
cottage In a mew seetion of the city
Making Your Own
brought au aaswer from 'me of the
„1
lout
Artists always have ,the advan- Mover girls. ;No one wits in at
Nee
was
ear
door
lolg
a
opened
the
us
can
they
that
in
others
over
tage
morello was a
design their own Christmas cards. lili1V11114 IOW!** 1111d on the
large well-tilled basket ornamented
blocks
cut the
Sometimes they
wit h Molly HMI Oct.' big red 41411'11r.
necessary and print them as well.
When the basket was taken inside and
The charm of these has become examined many useful gifts for mother
of the find the girls were disclosed as well as
so apparent that many
imitate the S generous supply of fruit, nuts mei
ommercial cards
hand-cut block with the effect of candy. The card road:
"I shall drive by on Christmas night.
original'work.
If you are happy let the wreath and
Some of the methods of printlighted candle speak from your wining are most interesting. A silver dows."
blithely over a
deer springing
Was the candle burning? And did
snow laden landscape on a grey the wreatIradorn the other front winpaper graced one card found in dow? Well. yes; and the bright .faces
the shops. Reindeer seem espec- within the well-lfghted room brought
ially popular this year. Last year to Anne Dawson far greater joy than
the cards all seemed to show jolly the handsome gins that were hers on
stage coaches laden with holiday l'Iirdstmas haoruing.—Lily Ilutherfitrd
and his Morris.
makers. Santa
merry
oa. 192? WeRlers
swift sleigh is to have the lime-

more than Merry Christmas
That we are wishing you,
bright and happy Everyday
The coming twelve months thru.

II FILBECK
Benton, Ky.

You May Pay Your Taxes at
BANK OF GILBERTSVILLE
I kRDIN BANK, CALVERT BANK

Harry A. Miller
Sheriff, Marshall County

light this year
"v

Penalty on all Taxes
Goes on January 1st.

Gay Tones in Cards

Gay tints of papers are char- 41ti
.
acteristic of this year's Christmas
•"lir• I I E modern I liristithas
messages. Silver stars are scat- •I
4.. 1 so deur to tie hearts of litenvelope and
some
tered over
11111111S of all tuitions, lind Its
card. One especially vigorous in
.wigin In the days of long, tong
brilliant stripes in
color wore
"
1;.ills were once regarded as
"
green, red and silver on a black
sacred objects, and the word
ground. A greeting was printed
"doll" Is believed to be a coron the cover and inside a white
rupi Ion of the word "Idol." The
a
One
side
had
insert was tied.
dells or idols of early days were
picture of men singing Christcarved out of wood orhone, and
mas carols, the other message of
the dolls of letter days were

Chriatmas Dolls

LET'S SETTLE THIS
TIRE QUESTION NOW
host min u fact uren.

claim

to

hae "the better tires."

thev're sincere.
he tires of 1927 are better, of course, than the tires of
1917. It's to be expected that the tire of 1937 will
and
1907
er still.
be
the man huvinz a tire today wants to know, "What's
the I4st tire on the Market NOW?"
gveryhody tells him: "I've got it—a bargain." "Here
It is,-with a special discount." Claim upon claim, inducement on inducement.
Yet, after all, the intelligent buyer will always bank on
.'preponderance of the evidence," as the lawyers call it:

IF PEOPLE RIDE ON GOODYEAR
NS THAN ON JANY OTHER KIND
plain. Goodyear Tires have made
They are supreme on the road, where performance is
ty judge.

te reason for this is

uldyear keeps this leadership unchallenged because—
.ear makes the World's Greatest Tire—
. todyears out-preform any other tires;
lodyears sell at fair prices without "bargains,"
or cuts in quality;
odyears are backed by a standard,
'—the kind we give you here.
.ery customer we have will vouch
ear Tires we sell.
but the
• AL
a
asuret: khow you the
V demonstrate our service.

good will.

probably reproductions of the
used in worship.
The Xmas Card Fever
Dons are comparatively mod.
ern playthings In this country,
It is suggested for children's
and the oldest 1111181•11111 specicards that they do not tackle too
mens only go hack to Queen
easier
far
is
intricate a design. It
Anne's days, b.fore which time
to draw than to cut a design. The
there are no records of their
cutting of the lettering will 1 use by British children. They
cause the most trouble. A holly
Were Introduce-I from Flanders,
wreath with open spaces left for
• and were calkd "Flanders hahand coloring is a good subjcet. • bles," or "chtldren's babies."—
Montreal Star. :
boughs and
Candlesticks, pine
lend
trees
Christmas
and
cones
themselves to the somewhat stiff
in cutting
treatment involved
blocks. Correspondence cards are
excellent for use in printing because the envelopes are made to
In the center of his Civistutas table
match.
Once a person becomes interested in printing his own Christmas cards he is forever lost. For
from then on he will only send
efforts
humble
forth his own
from year to year, but wilkake
great delight in collecting the efa peculiar
with
forts), smitten
sort of fever, that of hand
wrought ChristMas Cards.

the Russian peasant places a bundle
of straw, symbole of the manger,
and, bufore the meal, each guest
draws from the bundle a blade of
straw, the One whO draws the longest
being destined to :lye the longtst.

St. Nicholas

St. Nicholas, as the patron•saInt of
Christmas, seems to have been adopted by America; rather Christina's is
Indigenous to lirrnIn. Santa Claus to
With a 'ton of tobacco stalks flermany, and KI;rs Kringle to hotworth probably $25 as fertilizer, land, hitt they nil seem to be vs 111111t11
many farmers carefully preserve of the titst-namerl..—Nlonireal Snit*.
their stalks indoors or else spread
them immediately on the land, beout and lose
fore they leach

much of
value.

their high ''fertilizing
M itches should always be kept out
of the mach of children mod parents
should he espechtlly cautious arOund
the holiday seaso) when there Is so
much extra Inflammable materials in
the house, suggesl*. the national safety council.

Were it only for the purchase
price alone—you , would save considerable money in buying Fire'stone Tires—they are selling at
the lowest prices in tire history.
But in addition to this, the added mileage and .better service you
get fm thre wonderful tires
beyond
y ur saving
increases
comparison.

Firestone Prices are
the Lowest in Tire
History

Christmas Greeting Cards
Christmas greetMg cards will
this country $..NS,000,000, and that
not take into account the time
In trying to retneather to whom
should be sent

cost
doeslost
they

Make Some One Happy
Relieves the congestion,
prevents complicatiods.
and hastent recovery.

Make some one's Christmas merry
and your own will care for Itself.

"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"

a•••
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blessed Saviour knew best so he
called her home to rest. She bore
her suffering with patience and
kindness. She was a dear, kind
loving wife and mother. She had
a kind word for us all. Some day
am looking for an eternal home
Prof. and Mrs. Tullus Cham- like hers, where sorrow will be
bers will spend the holidays with no more. Written by her daughrelatives in Murray and Calloway ter, Mrs. May Fowler.
county.
"The Road to the City", will
be presented by Hardin high
school Friday night, December
23rd.

children were the Sunday guests
of Mrs. Frank Noles and family
on Route 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and
children spent the week end with
For fiity one .veeks we have,
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith at labored continuously to give you
Sharpe.
a good newspaper and again, at Aged Woman Expires Si
Mr
Mr!.
ai, Cecil
Trevathan and
Christmastide, we come to ask I
W.
Wilson
W.
was
in
Benton
Home in firming
*laugher, of Paducah, are spendSaturday on business.
your indulgence for a week's oing 4is week with Mrs. Trevaham.
Mrs. J. W. Miller and Mrs. mission of the paper. Such is custhan's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
tomary
from
time
immemorial
in
'
Lorena Glyson and daughter of
W. Ely.
,
Mrs. John McEntee,
Paducah spent Friday night with the weekly newspaper business
J. R. Dunn, of Route 7. was a
and we are sure that you cheer- of age. one of the oldest
Mr. and Mrs. Pete English.
businelss visitor in Benton TuesElmer Lindsey and Corbett fully grant us this brief respite in the county, passed av
day.
Collie of Birmingham were here from the strenuous labors of our day,
December 18th, At 1'
"The Roll to the City", will
prodfction.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Govie Smith
Monday( enroute to Paducah.
in Birminghatt 6•111e- &la
be presented by Hardin high and two children will spend All County
It shall not be altogether a al weeks m emo gar, s..unt,
Miss Ora Hastin continues ill
Schools Planning
school Friday night; December Christmas at CaIvert City with
vacation
at
her
for much o: the time Besides
home
here.
Christmas Programs for
her hnsband shE
-23rd. ,
their parents.
Miss Clover Fiser has returned will be utilized in making plans
vived
by
two daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cresson,
W. P. Williams returned home
Friday Morning.
to her home at Paducah after for the new year, Cuaning and
Lee. of Dotrott and Mr
of frookport, ill., are spending Wednesday morni g from Frankvisiting Mr. and Mrs. Rip Fiser making minor repairs and adCollins, of the county,
the Christmas holidays here with fort where • he a tended the injustments on the. machinery.
Mr. Holland Rose, teacher at for several days.
son,
Joda Estes, of 11441
their parents.
naugural of Gov rnor Sampson Darnall and Miss Mary L. Cox,
Mrs. Nina English and children
The past year has been a most
She was a member of
B. L. Trevathan was a business Tuesday.
primary teacher at Birmingham spent the week end here with successful one for us, in fact Carmel Methodist chin
visitor in Paducah Tuesday.
George E. Long returned home were the first to report with all relatives.
the largest in our history in ev- had many friends who
Albert Shemwell is able to be Thursday mornin from Frank- seals sold.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Tubbs and ery branch, and we would be un-! learn of her
The sales of this year
death.
out again after a six weeks ill- fort where he . a tended the in- will exceed those
of last year ,by children spent the week end with appreciative indeed did we not, Burial was in the Mt
ness of pneumonia.
naugural of Gov:rnor Sampson Aix or seven dollars.
Alfred Tubbs and family on express our deepest and most
cemetery at throe o'clock
John Adams, resident engineer Tuesday.
Route
7.
heartful thanks to each one of afternoon, arrangements
Every
school
in
Marshall
cotin•on the Egner's' Ferry road, will
Charley Davidso , of Fulton,
Cletus Engglish of Route 7, our friends.
Filbeck.
spend the holidays with his par- who was with a srty of engin- ty is planning for the Christmas was here Monday on business.
program
We
for
look
Friday
forward
morning,
New
to
—
the
ents in Georgiti.
eers in Benton las summer, visitDec. 23. All schools will close
Year with faith, confidence and,
"The Road to the City", will ed friends here T esday.
Friday
morning
Good
in
Will for all and wish each+
the
county
be presented by Hardin high
Jes Egner, who as been in DeIs NOTa lini
and all of you the attainment of 1
ltl• thistles,ontIsAptic sm.
school Friday night. December troit for the past everal months, with programs for Christmas.
should hays road" tor us,
all your keenest wishes in 1928.
needed for cuts, wooled% buru
The attendance of the schools
23rd.
arrived home Frid y to spend the
It purifies sod heels. .441111/,
Powder.
LOCAL
Isom by
Dr. and Mrs. V. A. Stilley re- holidays with hi
parents, Mr. has dropped a little from bad
weather, but it is hoped that the Eggs
tUrned Tuesday from a month's! and Mrs. Pete Egn r.
37
Nelson-Ford Drug
have made the following butterstay 'in Greetwifte, Ohio where' Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ely were vis- attendance will be better than in Hens
17
productions
fat
in
365
days:
666
number
a
Springers
of years.
Dr. Stilley attended a public I itors in Paducah Tuesday.
17
Leghorns
%oath clinic.
13 pounds, 619 pounds. 575 pounds,!
Clay Egner, who has been in
JAS. IL ALLENSW(
PROGRAM
Roosters
Mr. and Mrs.. Rainey T. Wells Detroit for several months has
07 anad 649 pounds. These cows,
Attorney-at-Law
Benton M. E. Church South
Butter
and son Stum. of Murray. will arrived home to spend the Christ18 have an average fat production'
Paducah. Ky.
Geese
spend Christmas here with their mas holidays with his parents,
09 for their test years of 633.9
Practice
General
in M
Voluntary—Christmas Chimes. Ducks
daughter, Mrs. Jot T. Lovett and Mr. and Mrs. Pete Egner.
12 pounds, or 745.8 pounds of butMarshall
And
Hymn, 107 — Joy to the World.
family.
"The Road to the City", will
ter. All records were made under Office, City
National Ba
Hymn — Hear the Bells.
E. ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Morgan, he presented by Hardin high
ordinary farm conditions.
The Apostles Creed.
East St. Louis, Ill:, Dec. 21 (U.
of St. Louis. will spend the holi- •;chool Friday night, December
Prayer.
S. Dept.. of Agri.) — Hogs — Redays here with Mr. Morgan's 23rd.
Anthem —The Angels' Song.
ceipts 13,500; very slow; few
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charley
Jim Edd Cross„ • Bill Rowe.
Lesson
from
the
Testament.
Old
sales
medium and heavy hogs 5c
'Morgan and Mrs. Morgan's par- Charley Creation
and
Lucien
The Gloria Petri.
to 10c lower; few light bogs and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Williams, near Strow were in Paducah Monday
Lesson from the New Testa- underweights $8.350 8.75; 190 to
Calvert City.
night attending the picture showment.
220 pounds $8.650 8.75; one load
ing of Ben Hur.
Offertory — The Angel and the at $8.80; desirable 140 to 150
Willie, Mid vett and Rollie Ceapounds $7.750 8; good pigs $70
son were visitors in Paducah Star.
No
Room
the
in
Inn
—
S.
L.
7.50;
packing sows mclstly $7.35.
Monday.
Palmer
George
and
Long.
Cattle
— Receipts 21500; calves
We have had such a nice patronage from our Mat
Mirs • Rebecca Foust. who is
The Sermon — Tidings to the 1,000; steers stronger; few early
(Attending school in Memphis, is
cou ty friends that we want to take this opportuni!
World.
sales $10.4/50 11.50; sitme due to
4t hime to spond the Christmas
you for your business .and wish you a Merr C
tha
Prayer.
break lower; vealers 25c tower,
lidys .with her parents, Dr.
ma
s
and
a Happy New Year.
Hymn,
123
Silent
—
Night.
$13.75;
other classes eteady; melnd Mrs. R. E.. Foust.
In addition to managing
Benediction.
dium
,heifers
9;
$70
elms
$6(it 8:
Jack Edwards, of Cincinnati, is
ur first sale will be held again on Jan. 2nd but we
-.11 the complicated delow cutters $4.60(ii 4.86; medium
—Hire the Christmas holidays
every day until then. to receive tobacco. We
()ben
be
bulls $7.50 down.
tails of the funeral serwith relatives here and in the
take
good
Sheep—Receip
care of it, keep 'it insured and offer it for
ts
2,000;
steady;
county.
vices and burial, we are
bulk
lambs
$12.5002.75;
top
when
ready. We keep open day and night, frt.you
are
Judge H. H. Rayburn left Wed-,„
prepared to furnish ev$12.75;
good
84-pound
yearlings
-iesday night for Louisville where
stalls for your teams and warm sleeping quarters.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Fiser and
'
'le is attending a state conference ions were eisitors in Paducah $10; fat ewea $5i6.
erything necessary i n
If county judges this week end.
Aaturdaty.
the way of garments
OWN HIGH PRODUCING COWS
Miss Jaunita Warfield, of EvMr. and Mrs. R. M. Chandler
and supplies. Our stock
ansville. Indiana, is spending the and children of Paducah are the
A fivt ,-.ar-old Jersey owned
violidays. here with her parents, guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
of funeral merchandise
by
James W
Huey, Union, Ky.,
Mr.
.Mrs.
and
E. M. Warfield.
Chandler on Route 9.
is comprehensive enough
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lindsey, of
Mr. and Mrs. Amos English of recently finished a '365-day test
to suit every taste, and
Route 5, spent • Thursday in Route 9 are the proud parents of with -a reLord of 649 pounds of
Benton.
a (aughter who made her arrival fat an,, 1.,759 pounds of milk.
the range of prices
She made thii record on two milkMr. and Mrs. John Nimmo and Saturday.
Geo. C: Powers,
C. W. Kerth,
F
J.
meets the needs of all.
two children, of Route 4, were
Mr. and Mrs. Rip Fiser and ings daily. Another cow owned
It is. a source of great
viaitiors in town Wednesday.
stirs were the Sunday guests of by Mr. Huey holds the world's
senior two-year-old Jersey recerd
Mrs.
Ellis
Landram
two
and
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gregory
comfekt to our patrons
of 659 pount.s of fat in 305 days.
children of Memphis, Tenn., are at Benton.
to be able to p4rchase
Other cows in the Huey herd I
, the guests of Mrs. Land ram's
Miss !lathe Story, of Griggs(
everything needed from
nother, Mrs. Sut Fergerson.
was the guest of her sister Mrs.
Barnett Ely, of Detroit, arriv- Willie Mobley and family last
us, and have our personed home the first of the week to week.
al guarantee as to qualisnned the` holidays with his
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Franklin
ty. The advantage of
family.
and daughter Mala Nell were the
J. R. Brandon was a business Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
purchasing supplies
visitor in Paducah Tuesday.
Percy Wyatt.
made for the purpose is
G. A. Combs spent Tuesday in
Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Mobley and
Padticah on business.
obvious.
children were the Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. English.
An inspection of our
LEMEMBERANCE
Clint Karnes, the small son of
stocks is invited.
U. G. Karnes is improving after
In rememberance of my dear a several days illness of pneumother. Just 1 year from today, monia.
December 18th, the death angel
Mark McWaters who is emvisited the home of my father, ployed on the I. C. R. R. was here
Mr. John B. Thweatt and took Sunday visiting his father, J. H.
from us all our precious mother McWaters and family. He has reKY.
we all loved so well. The home is cently returned from New Mexiso lonesome without her but our co where he has been visiting his
„,., brothers, Harrel and Paul Mc"' Waters who have gone there for
•the benefit of the iatter's health.
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Washburn
and Children of Cincinnati Are
spending a few days with G. S.
Washburn and family.
• 011ie Cox, of Cincinnati is viaiting friends and relatives in the
•county.
Mrs. M. L. Franklin continues
•ill at her home near here.
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Chandler
were visitors in Benton Saturday
afternoon
IP Mn. and Mrs. Floyd Dyke and
daupliters were visitors in BenSaturday.
S
.ataunrd
•tonmr
Mrs. Edgar Bell an•nounce the arrivel of a son Eddie Eugene on December 112th,
ath the home of Mrs. Bells parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Dycus,
of Akron, Ohio. Mrs. Bell wag 1
formerly Miss Pauline Dydhs and l
resided here before her marriage.
The school is preparing for a
Christmas tree next Friday morn- 1
ibneg.giA
venn ianntedreesvteir
ng
yonperoigsrri
nvit
tidll i
.
mh
•
i
NIP
:
.
•,,.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard English!
ir and children visited relatives
ID I near Birmingham Saturday night
a d Sunday.
nMr. and Mrs. Hayes
Noles and

Tribune Will Not Be
Published Next Week

MRS
- JOHN ESTE
I CALLED BY D

TWO SCHOOLS SELL
XMAS SEAL QUOTA

..••••••

BOROZONE
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To Our Marshall
County Friends—

ThF SE VICE

BRIENSBURG

47,

'Ask Your Neighb

j.

PLANTERS' -

Loose Leaf Floor

10th & Ky. Ave.
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MORGAN AND
HEATH
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The Wishes of Drafter
Motor Co. Extend Alon
This Direction-

/,,.n

O

•We ring mosc, merry Christmas bells,
•
Each peal to the whole world tells, e
•
•"We
0
wish you a merry Day,
•
.
•
A Year of Health, Wealth and Play".
•
•
•
0

•
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Calvert City, Ky.
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Profound thanks for past patronage.
---Soliciecition of its contint....ince.
May happiness surround you Christrn
Day and all through the New Year.
IT'S ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO SERVE Y(

Draffen Motor Co.

"Authorized Ford Dealers"
CALVERT CI'
BENTON,

•

Friday, December 28;• 1927

Benton Harbor, Wti h., Dec. 19
death that overtook him last Friday and became known only today—the spirit of Benjamin Purnell. self-styled "seventh Messenger.4 and king of the House of
David colony, still rules the faithful f the cult.
All theit is mortal of the man
who taught his followers that he
wns immortal res ed tonight on

on scot In his chambers in
the administration buildf the House of David. But
ithful still believe in Purteachings and await the
from the dead, which they
will take place before the
day of his demise.
firm were they in their conn that through Purnell's
irary rule had ended he
rise from the dead, that
pleaded with health officers
ye his body untouched for
tat another 24 hours.

grantor (Clete Castleberry) by ; duel the sums of money so orderAnn Reeves by deed of date May ' ed to be made. For the purchase
9, 1918, and of record in D. B.! price the purchaser with approvNo. 42, page 339, in the Marshall ed security or securities must exCounty Court Clerk's .office.
I ecute Bond, bearing legal interOr a sufficiency thereof to pro- est from the day of sale until

unt Sterling is one of the
• ng cattle markets of the
Valley. It is estimated ansales aggregate $1,500,000.
cattle are driven to market
any instances a distance of
o 75 miles from the mountain
rict.

SincereWishts
For A
Happy
Christmas
0•

or daily market prices on all
ds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
I. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
thange or address Little Cytss, Ky., R. 1.
tfc
IELECTRIC lighting — two men
a cost of $150.00 can have all
nveniences of electricity with
%Ico light. L. A. McKeel, Mur3-1-2i
3', KY.
HONEY for sale. J. C. Hicks.
All kinds livestock bought and
Id,: Phone
Jamie Vaughn,
harpe Exchange or address Benn, Ky., Route 6.
tf
WANTED — Milling corn,
ighest market price paid. Wyatt
illing Co., Benton, Ky.
1-28p

"(`IielifiTP_Fru;h4.11451h4Rf%Rs

FOR SALE or TRADE 1926
ord Roadster, good condition,
ill exchange for hogs,.-cattle, or
earn young mules, phone Sharpe
•xchange, or address Jamie
Vaughn, Benton. Route 6,
2t

yours we re hoping that
t.4:914,,And
•,
...",!211 good will and chTer
accumulate at Christmas that
They'll last you all the year.

N

-- _—
paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promntly with these terms.
A. N. DUKE,
.zpecial Commissioner

7-

aay

As the happy Christmas season
approaches and the year draws to
a close we are reminded of the generous patronage you have accorded
us this year and our appreciation
to you t'br it.
During the coming year we
pledge again to you our most conscientious service. In closing may
we express the wish that:"When Christmas shall its gifts
bestow
May it bring its best to you
The gift of peace, of angel's song,
And the gifts of friendship true."

WANTED — Ambit-s, infi
,ustrious person to introduce' and
supply the demand for. Rawleigh
Household Products itt Marshall
county. Make sales of $150 to
$600 it month or more. Rawkigh
Methods get 'business everywhere. No selling experience requited.
We supply products,
sales and advertising literature
and service methods, everything
you need. Profits, increase evert'
month. Lowest prices; best 43lues
most complete service. W. T.
Rawleigh Co., Dept. KY122, FreeJ13p,
port, Ill.
For 50 Years

WHITE'S CREAM VERMIFUGE
Has Never Failed

.

The sure remedy for expelling worms.
Reston* the child to health.
Price 35c per bottle.. Sold by

Neilson-Ford Drug Co.

,
-111
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KENTUCK
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Your business here is evidence .
t
. faith and confidence.
our business and good will we g,- 'te
a and your confidence we leave0
unturned to merit. We wish for 11u the happiest Christmas of y(14
° 4'
.

E OUR LINE AND COMPARE OUR PRICES

— Fruits, —
fermis Groceries
and Candies

Ns

5

&pile's Cash & Cary
Ml"Same Goods for Less Money"
or to Bank of Marshall County.

irrt

Bentony.

MARSHALL CIRCUIT
KENTUCKY
C. B. Cox,
Plaintiff
Vs.
Clay Powell, U. G. Phillips,
Mrs. Clax Powell, Robert L. Mye, et Al
Defendants
IN EQUITY
By virtue of a Judgment and
Order of Sale of the Marshall
Circuit Court, rendered at the
October term thereof, 1927, in
the above cause for the slim of
One thousand nine hundred sixty—seven and 50-100 dollars with
interest at the rate of 6 per cent
per annum from the 13th day of
March. 1925, until paid, and his
costs herein, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court house
door in Benton, Kentucky, to the
hie-hest bidder at PUBLIC AUCTION on Monday, the 2nd day of
January, 1928, at 1 o'clock P. M.,
or thereabout
(being county
court day) upon a credit of six
months the following described
property, to wit:68 acres and 95 poles, beginning at a stake with two Hickories and one Sugar tree pld
pointers newly marked- the S. E.
corner of the N. W. Qr. of Sec.
27, T. 5, R. 3 east; thence N. 6
W. 160.8 poles to "B" a stone
the N. E. corner of the Qr.;
thence N. 83 deg. 15' W. 67 poles to "C" a stone; thence S. 3/
1
2
deg. E. 161 poles to "D" a stone
with two Hickories and one small
Black Oak pointers; thence S. 82
deg. 24' E. 70 poles to the beginning.
ALSO:Lot No. 7 in the division of
the lands of
J. Nichols
(dec'd) which was allotted to W.
I F. Collie in said division by deed
I of date July 22nd, 1910, and recorded in D. B. No. 32, page 608.
And all of the said above described land being the same land in
all respects conveyed to this

As Christmas draws near and as 1927 draws
we pause a moment to be appreciative of the occasion
to thank you for making it a happy occasion for

One of the great joys of life, as we see it, is
ships. True friends are invaluable possessions.

What is true of our personal lives is also true of our
business

lives.

We like to

feel that

there is a spirit of

:h business transaction.
friendship underlying ea,

like to value our business friendships as ;we value our

Nineteen hundred and twenty-seven has been good to
us, it has seen a substantial increase in our business over
the previous year.

And your friendship, your loyalty and

your confidence have made our record possible.

As expressions, therefore, of our genuine appreciation
of your friendship and all that it has meant to us, we wish
you and those whom you love

a joyful Christmas season

and a‘New Year brimful of prosperity and happinIrs.

Gatlin-Fergerson Co. 111
41

(Incorporated)
DEPARTMENT S
— —

,ORE
KENTUCKY

T; start with you must consider t e.recipient of the gift slightif she is ultra modern, and
most sophisticated you will have
no trouble at all finding something to please her. But auppose
he is really and truly mid-Victorian—well then you will have to
select with greater care, his gift.
Of course he would never admit
he was mid-Victorian,—they never do! But if you keep in mind
his being very conventional and
matter-of-fact and conservative
you will doubtless be able to select some little thing he will really like.
If your friend is collecting antiques, say some particular thing
—.like old clocks, or old glass, or
second and third grade readers,
McGu ffq's preferahly,—you r ta

is somewhat simplified, — and
then again it isn't. Because your
search may lead you far afield,—
but it will be a fascinating search
for all that.
For the Antique-o-phile
You may find the very thin
you are looking for, in some t•
antique shop in another
and at the same time,a 'air of
these charmingly ele
of fashion of the E': teen-twenties that you have been wanting
for every so lo
To one who enjoys it, ther a nothing quite so
delightful
to browse around in
an anti e shop.
Fo contrast, let Us return to
on ultra modern young person
ho feeils, and quite sincerely too,
that the lovely things that origi-

nated in the P.rig Exhibition of
Modern Dec ative Arts are "perfectly dar ng." Is there something fi her? Yea indeed.
The Low Perspective
o begin with in the modnitrn
art it seems to be largely a
tter of perspective. That sounds
like the veriest bromide,—btit it
isn't. A low perspectvie especially
characterizes the modern things.
One is expected to sit on acushion, or low stool, or at the very
highest no a bench lower than
the average chair, which is eighteen inches from the floor.
For this purpose there are
lovely gay cushions to sit on, —
and a tray along side of an unusual shape, with a mirror ton
and feet, that bring it the least
bit higher than the cushions.
A gift of a table to fit in with
the low perspective rnigh be
much appreciated. There are several kinds. One was composed of
three circular glass shelves graduated in size, the smallest at the
top. These had a center rod surmounted by a cut crystal handle,
and the base of this rod was a
silver star. Another table was of
a most amusingly odd shape,
painted orange with queer little
shelves and nooks. below it.
Book-ends and Flower-bowls

Just a word in which to say
Happy be your Christmas day
Happiness and glad good cheer
Lasting you through the year.

If she has such a table you
may want to give .her something
for it; and there are many new
things from which to choose.
There are delightfully weird grotesques from Austria. Some of
these have no more serious purpose in this world . than to be
laughted at Others are ash trays
or incense burners. Chinese elephants with their fine reserve of
modeling fit in beautifully with
the modern art.
Bowls for flowers come in
never ending varieties. This year
low 'ones of odd shapes are especially designed to hold cactus
plants. Surely one would not feel
'tempted to sit on one of these
low tables if a warning in the
way of many-apined cactus sat
on top of it.
A New Thing in Light
If your friend likes flowers,
she many enjoy a new wrought
iron stand that holds three pots
at different heights. The shape
suggests a husky and vigorous
sunflower, but is painted red and
green.
Bottles tilled with colored water are made into lamps and having bright pleated shades, fit in
very well with the modern effect.
. A very new and lovely thing in
the way of a light was held by a
kneeling figure in pottery on an
onyx base. The clouded glass sii,
held upright reminded you of a
calla lily. In its center was a
flame-shaped white electric globe.
The effect was at once dignified
and fost unusual,

When old Santa knocks at your door
We hope that he will bring
All you want----and even more

Nice Things in Gless
If you have friends who like
glass, you will find some very excellent things awaiting your selections. For the hostess there is
a punch bowl with glasses to
mateh. Thu punch howl is high
and has a tome-shaped lid. A'
one side is a notch for the handl,'
of the ladle to project. The bow,
and glasses are painted with
sprays of flowers. • A handsome
tray completes the set. For one
who enjoys the sun room or porth
*ere are several kinds of lemonade acts A basket tray holds the
pitcher with glasses set round it
and has a high handle over all,
so that it may be carried easily.
These sets come in different colors, rose, amber, green and se
on. In the same part of the store,
intricate arrangements of glass
beads are made for gifts,—peacocks and pheasants and birds,—
such odd birds that never were.
New and Old in Jewelry
Speaking of beads, if one is
able to give jewelry for one's
gift, there are things that make
one catch one's breath at some of
the jewelry shops. Here again the

ancient and modern are a sly
•ontrasted.
If the one to whom yoar
giving cares for old thing
vk ill find the jewelers
cot
lected some of these
Little sets are avail le
instance a necklace,
pair
rings and a bro h, that
tnd were mat for the b of
1780. Some t' em a pair of
uded.
Th
odern things have )
Iuch
and great beauty of rkship and design. So f
emattain a delicate frost éìfect by setting tiny diamo in
platinum. There are so ny
things from which to choo
rings, pins, hat ornaments,
lets, watches, clocks, cig te
cases and so on.
"Just What I Wanted!'
Jewerly for personal a
ment has been influenced at
ly by fashions in dress. S le
hats have called for greater
iety in hat ornaments.
bracelets are worn. Pins are
for the shoulders or hip,
formerly bar pins were use
the open collar qz-shirt-w
Pearls fit in with so many k

of ostumes that they have had
eat popularity.
Consider the one on whom you
are about to inflict yotir gift,
(Alas, some gifts are an infliction, aren't they! It makes one

peging the door
to the hospitality
, of t,5e S.)Lith
newest and
finest hotel—located in the
heart of the theatre,sho:1ping and business c!istriL t.
LoUISVILLE'S

perfectly gulp to have
"thank you" for them).
that very thing is the rn
of all. May you succeed i
ing each of your friends
parting good wish for yot

STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COM
SQUARE

Clothes, when properly
and T
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural boa
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like Hur odorless process arid our
in general.
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With kplenished Stocks
for ,ate Shoppers
'--e received my new shipments in the past day or t
selectiorfer thosa who have not yet'chosen th
for c
gifts. Thcle's r`o ic ia our service at this late hour—yo
find us just as anxiotto give you the same courteous, exp
enced service and spliiid values that have characterized t
store for 63 years.

All tvomen take deep pridri their table, setting. Conequcntly no gift will be moropreciated than silverware.
If you do noi care to buy a tplete set start with a few
to time.
)ieces and add to them from

iee Our Display of Lovely Glassware
PERMIT US TO E YOUR

GIFT

COUNSELOR

inriziubp
rvice----The Best Pc3sible

Friday, December 23, 1927

hat dour it

at?olkr
G istmas time there tion after school and watch the sorts of little loving attentions
` ''''' -41ut the spirit work in progress.
gan be arranged for such ones
....,•ilip which has
The Rotary club of that city without great expense.
share its abundance with takes care of the baskets for the
One friend makes a point of
need. In the last few poor, and distributes the toys saving up magazines articles that
ruops of Gtrod fellows with the baskets. This method of are bright and sparkling and colide it their business to having so many contribute of lecting them in a scrap book for
er poor families, provid- time or skill, or whatever they one or twq she knows, who are
n with dinners and pre- have to give, seems especially shut-in. She finds out before
that they too, might commendable.
hand what particular subject
al Christmas.
Xmas Spirit at R. R. Stations they are following and through
s a regular part of orthe year watches for stories that
Another Christmas
)n work to consider the
apply to it. '
Good tidings of great joy
thers at Christmas. this same city takes
Charity in Institutions
s and younger ones, ar-ranging for a Christmas tree
A treasure chest made of amusTo you may Christmas impart,
rganizations, groups inside the railway station. Thru
to do something for the holiday week, from eight to ing toys, tiny useful articles,
And may each day, the New Year through
) share with them the ten every evening, there is some and good little bits of pottery
sort of entertainment provided can be carefully packed, each one
stmas spirit.
Find goodness in your heart.
y in which the work is for the travelers who must wait in a separate package. With it a
for
trains.
The
Camp
Fire
prescriptio
girls
n
should be sent.
orward varies with dif"Take one each morning after
cwns and with the kind have charge one evening, the
—IS OUR GREETING
YOU ON OUR 38TH CHRISTMAS
boys band another. The high breakfast, with a glass of water."
in hand.
school Glee Club takes part and
At a certain county home for
Hair Cuts for Orphans I many
of the church choirs. One incurables there was .a wise rule
instance, because there evening there
Conservative Enought to Absolutely Protect You; Progressive
was a fine musical that the ..rorkers who came to
. not to be a single-Or- progrom given
by the choir from visit and conduct religious servin one county in the the colored church.
Enough to Completely Serve You?
ices there, should not give prelvest, the work done by
Individual charities are al- sents other than periodicals.
is besides of course, car- ways possible. Sometimes
these
One worker found that anoth!their local needs, is con- take the form
of giving a good er had broken the rule in a very
ei on the poor farm and time
to some elderly person who loving way. She had taken an
iital for disabled veterans, is really
not in need. Old ladies old lady's glasses and had them
'var.
I are left stranded in hotels and repaired for her. The light on the
town in the Rockies much boarding nouses,
their families old lady's face when the glasses
,hought is given to the scattered
or indifferent to their was returned to her more than
1 in the orphanage there. welfare. They
Resources over $700,000.00
may have sucicient repaid the trouble.
is a good play at the for all itheir material
wants or
Of course, it is hardly necesJ. D. Peterson, Pres.
e the manager gives each even more than
Solon L. Patmer, Cashier
enough. But the sary to mention that giving in
free ticket during the holiday season may
find them
and the street car corn- cruelly lonesome, memories
(Continued on page 8)
of
Ives them free transport- happier times, surrounded
by
the barbers of this town loved ones, pressing
in upon NERIERIMR.E%TREFin
fiE5RALTASS%%%%TERWaSSWA%FiLAWAIM95%%%9i97A%%LAW
I the "children free hair them.
1 Kindliness Is Its Own Reward
Ian as Stant's Helprers
In such 'a case an invitation to
s same Western town un- your 'home for Christmas dinner
r custom prevails, that and perhaps a ride with your
so many to share in family afterwards may mean a
"rillt spot to some elderly friend
bout December first. that will give pleasure in memory
children are invited (or weeks afterwards.
p.ir cast off toys to -Dinner in a hotel or boarding
are collocted and house on Christmas with on close
The iiremen friend at hand is indeet7
'CO
painting and prosuct.
them. It is quite in the
Those who iift;--E4hut in because
!or:things for the young- of invalidism deserve our special
go down to the fire sta- thoughtlulness and care.
All

te
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USED CARS
with an
Courteous Attention and Highest
Dollar-For-Dollar Value
Patrons of our used csr
department get the same
courteous attention and
the same high dollar-fordollar value as our new
car customers.
Used car sales constitute
a vital part of our business--consequently, our
used car department is
conducted on the same

high business plane as our
new car
Look for our red "0. Kg"
tag wlien you buy a used
car. It is your proof that
the car has been thoroughly reconditioned by
expert mechanics, using
genuine parts for replacement- -your guarantee of
superior VALUE!

Renton Motor Co.
BENTON, KY.

QUALITY

AL .1.0W. COST

UICK
r Christmas'

Seely by Fisher

lake this Christmas last
for thousands of miles
Surprise your family
on Christmas morning with a wonderful new Buick for 1928.
Nothing could give them greater happiness.
The him:G. U. A. C. twee

MURRAY,
11112R

weedehte

eleeng9L

KENTUCKY

WTOMOIIIIILIDI ARE MILT, illy V ILL BUILD

When you see it you will
say,..."Only,
General Metors
could produce such a car at
Chevrolet's Low Prices"
BENTON MOTOR COMPANY
BENTON,

KENTUCKY

I * hearing be had upon the same
!on the 9th days of February, A.

JIM PARKER,54 IS
CALLED THURSDAY

D. 1928, before said court at
Louisville in said district at 10
o'clock in the forenoon, or as
near thereto as practicable, tInd
Well-known Farmer Succumbs to that notice thereof be published
; one time, in Benton Tribune]. a I
Complications at Home
newspaper printed in said 44trict, and that all known cr
tors and other persons in in rJals ;Parker. aged 54, one
est may appear at said time
Marsh . 111 eourtv's best ; known place and show cause, if any t
farmers. ,died Thursday morning have, why the prayer of said it
coralicut'ons at his home near titioner should not be granted;
Brewers.
'Witness the lionoral* ChaseV-41
Besides his widow, Mrs. Story Daween, Judge of said Court, ard
Parker, Mr. Perker is survived the seal
thereof, at Paducah in:
by four daughters, Mrs..Galen said District, on the 9th day ,-of
Britton, of Graties county and
December, A. D. 1927.
Mrs. Sam Mathis and Misses HatAll of us wish all of you
tie and Lorene Parker, of this
county; three s'bna, Wolter, Ted
The kind of Christmas cheer
and Fred Parker and two misters,
Mrs. Sam Killebrew, of Calloway
That makes this day a happy one
county and Mrs. 0. D. Rohe, of
McCracken 'county.
And lasts a solid year.
Funeral services were conducted from the residence Thursday
11ternoon by Elder Harvey 4ones
with a large number of sorrowing
relatives and friends attending,
Burial was in the York cemetery
qt three o'clock, arrangements by
maarsamesiiiiiia. Fred Fil bee k.
" A large, number of personal
; and admirers of Mr. Parker join
; the family in mourning his death.

Greetings ofthe WWII.

D. 0. McPhee was
Lilburn Phelps, Clerk! a,ay
afternoon in the
By W. A. Blackburn, D. C.Icemetery following
home of Mrs. Mc
INFANT DIES
Mr: and Mrs. Bob
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Benton Route 5.

Rid yourself of indigestion that takes the joy out
afIlle... Eat what you want and relish every
ilful without tar of,subsecnsent ilk/corn.
art... You CA,Il )DU

Take
Sold
BY

LitEaliZAE

—the pure vegetable tonic that batiisht: indigestien,:Nor
ant1.-.:onstIpatson atau tunes up tt...e ob tyasst
o

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
BENTON, KY.

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.

SENATOR NORRIS BIBLE INSTITUTE
ASSAILS HEARST 'TO BE AT RIMI I N

THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE UNITED STATES

•

One of Four N:-•nicd In Mexican speakers Announced for 3-Day , Foe the Western District 9
Kentucky
ln-ditute December
Bri!:e Charge Attacks
•
28 29, 30th.
Publisher.
IN BANKRUPTCY
!
‘cr
! In the matter o
07
program
hirs
following
The
Washington, Dec. 10. -- A se-bankrupt.
a
;
er,
vere condentina inn ,f ‘," i I I is m hen announced for the Bible In! On this 9th day of December,
Randolph Hearst for publishing qtitute which will be held at the
A. D. 1927, on considering the
in his newspaper documental pur- Birmingham Baptist church on
petition
of the aforesoid bankporting to show the creation of a December 28th, 29th and 30th.
discharge, filed on the
rupt
for
Wednesday
$1,215,000 Mexi n fund for four
ph day of December A. D. 1927,
Rev.
J.
11:45
a.
m.
10
to
United States senator, was read
• It is ordered by the court that
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• To Our Frien
M
Cauaty!
As the year is drawing to a elose we are thoughtful
for its blessings and appreciative of the good patronage we have enjoyed.
So we qse this opportunity to say to each of you:"May Christmas Day at Your House
Be jammed full of cheer
.4nd may you and yours together
Sperit,. glad Nitv Year."

INCORPORATED

EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME
118-120 North Fourth St.

:3ADUCAH,
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TAKE

A turkey club has been organis a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE. FLU, DENGUE.
" ----ote turkey raising in
BILIOUS FEVER ANL)
Barren county. A recent dairy
MALARIA.
cattle feeding school in the counIf
the irrrni..
. : attended.

tn.nol.„‘p.r.:311
A PURELY
VEGETABLE TONIC

F24413:Iiiallainter1WA
The year 1927 has been a ,happy ard prosperous one for
has brought many things'for whicil we are appreciative
especially the confidence in us that 'you have shown and wh
has made our continued growth possible.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO YOU ALL
All its happiness we wish you
All'its bright and merry cheer
And may Christmas he succeeded
By a very glad and prosperous
Year.

Chevrolet Dealers

"A Christmas Day that is bright and clear
A world of joy for the corning year,
No end of luck, no end of cheer,
Our wish for you."
:N„t-

Bank of Marshall

wish to thank yob for the business with
which you have favored us this year.

"Friend to Agriculture and Education"
Resources over $400,000.00
B. L. Trevathan,tas
Joe L. Price, Pres.
J. E. Cross, Asst. Cas
Tullus Black, Vice-Pres.

